INVESTIGATE FRAUD
MORE THOROUGHLY
CLEAR FOR CORPORATE SECURITY
Need an effective way to investigate a party of interest? CLEAR is the nextgeneration research tool that can help. With a robust collection of both public and
proprietary records, CLEAR makes investigations easier by giving you:
SM

• A thorough source of public and proprietary records, with real-time data to bring
you the most current information
• Graphical connections between people, addresses, and phone numbers to help
verify identity
• Integrated Web searching, including social network sites, providing information
not found in public records
• Customized reports to create and save for later use or share with
necessary parties
You can start your search with any information you have available, such as an
individual or business name, SSN, or tax ID, and get reliable results quickly.

CLEAR FEATURES THAT MEET YOUR
SEARCH NEEDS

CLEAR TRAINING AND SUPPORT AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE

Your ability to investigate people is dependent on
data, so the quality, relevance, speed, and clarity of
your search results are critical. CLEAR has features
that address all of these needs:

As a CLEAR customer, you have access to a range
of training opportunities and support – all free of
charge and customizable to meet the specific needs
of your users.

• A single search covering multiple data sources

• Live customer service at 1-877-242-1229

• Deduplication of records and consolidated
search results

• Personalized, over-the-phone training and
on-site training

• The most relevant, current records at the top of
your results list

• Online training via WebEx
(register at clear.webex.com)

• Reverse cell phone and VoIP data
• My Workspace for link-charts, mapping, and
other analysis

RISK, FRAUD &
INVESTIGATION SOLUTIONS
FROM THOMSON REUTERS
For professionals seeking
information about individuals
and companies, Risk, Fraud
and Investigation solutions
from Thomson Reuters offer
powerful public and
proprietary records with
tools for fast, immediately
usable results.
Learn more at
clear.thomsonreuters.com

CLEAR FOR CORPORATE SECURITY
CLEAR HELPS YOU MANAGE RISK WITH REAL-TIME DATA

CLEAR with Web analytics searches not only public records, but thousands of
Internet sites so you get wider, deeper, real-time information.

Search across multiple databases with
a single search – you can even start with a
partial name or SSN.

CLEAR Web Analytics searches social
networking sites, blogs, and more for deeper
information not found in public records.
Filter your Web results by the categories of
importance to you.

Learn more.
Go to clear.thomsonreuters.com, or call
a sales representative for more information
at 1-800-248-2449.
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and this service does not constitute a “consumer report” as such
term is defined in the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA),
15 U.S.C.A. sec 1681 et seq. The report constitutes an alert that
you may wish to conduct a further investigation. However, the
data provided to you may not be used as a factor in establishing
a consumer’s eligibility for credit, insurance, employment, or for
any other purpose authorized under the FCRA and you agree
not to use the report for such a purpose or to take adverse action
regarding any consumer application based on the report.

